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New Lindstrands BYDALEN Jacket and LOFSDALEN Pants: Cutting-Edge 
Meets Retro Charm 

 Waterproof and breathable retro-inspired design 
 Laminated stretch for high comfort  
 3-year warranty 

(Mustasaari, Finland, April 10th 2024) The name of Lindstrands, the renowned Swedish motorcycle garment 
brand, has been synonymous with durable and comfortable motorcycle gear since the 1950s. With their 
new 2024 collection, Lindstrands underlines this commitment and introduces a range of exciting new 
products. Among the standout items are the BYDALEN Jacket and the LOFSDALEN Pants, embodying 
decades of heritage and innovation. 

The BYDALEN Jacket represents a breakthrough in motorcycle apparel. Combining cutting-edge waterproof 
and breathable materials with a retro-inspired street-style and touring design, this All-Weather Tech jacket 
is crafted from durable Ripstop Dura-stretch polyester. Its unique laminated stretch design adapts 
seamlessly to the rider's movements, ensuring comfort and flexibility for various riding styles. Featuring a 
detachable Thermo-liner, strategically positioned ventilation openings, and CE AA classification, the 
BYDALEN Jacket offers unmatched protection and comfort. 

Designed to match the BYDALEN Jacket, the LOFSDALEN Pants provide the same level of comfort and 
functionality. Crafted from a similar material, these pants offer a soft, almost softshell-like texture for a 
comfortable wearing experience. With lightweight, stretchy fabric and a laminated DRYWAY+ membrane 
for optimal weather protection, the LOFSDALEN Pants ensure riders stay cool, dry, and safe on every 
journey. The LOFSDALEN pants come in two lengths, Regular and Short. 

Together, the BYDALEN Jacket and LOFSDALEN Pants offer the perfect combination for riders seeking 
versatile, all-weather riding gear. Lindstrands continues to uphold its legacy of excellence, delivering 
products that blend craftsmanship with innovation. 

The BYDALEN Jacket is available in grey/black for a retail price of 279 EUR, while the matching LOFSDALEN 
Pants are priced at 199 EUR. Starting from 2024, all Lindstrands Jackets and Pants come with a 3-year 
warranty. For more information and store locator, please visit www.lindstrandsmc.com. 
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Highlights at glance: 

 

Lindstrands BYLADEN Jacket 

All Weather Tech Jacket 
 Waterproof and breathable 
 PE Ripstop Dura-Stretch 
 Laminated Dryway+ functional membrane 
 Detachable thermo-lining vest 
 CE certified to class AA 
 Adjustable, CE certified, level 2 limb 

protectors 
 Air vents on the chest, “Open-back” concept 

for better ventilation 
 Chest and back protector ready 
 Adjustable waist 
 Long connection zipper to pants 
 Sizes 46-62 
 Price: 279 EUR 

Lindstrands LOFSDALEN pants 

All Weather Tech Pants 
 Waterproof and breathable 
 PE Dura-Stretch 
 Laminated Dryway+ functional membrane 
 Air vents on thighs 
 CE certified to class AA 
 Adjustable, CE certified, level 2 protectors 
 Long connection zipper to jacket 
 Size Men 46-60/S50-S58 
 Price: 199 EUR 
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